
Report he Chairman, 
Joint Economic Committee 
CON<;l?ESS OF THE UNITED STATES 

Department Of Agriculture: 
Actions Needed To Enhance Paperwork 
Management And Reduce Burden 
Department of Agriculture estimates of the 
paperwork burden imposed on the meat in- 
dustry are suspect” GAO found that the es- 
timate of the time needed to complete the 
Annual Report of Packers was substantially 
understated; the estimate of the burden im- 
posed by the meat inspection regulations 
was substantially overstated. 

Agriculture’s paperwork management pro- 
gram needs improvement. Shortcomings in 
the program allowed (I) the collection of un- 
used information and (2) the use of report- 
ing requirements which vvere not approved. 
Over 1,100 unapproved reporting require- 
ments were in use. GAO made recommenda- 
tions to enhance Agriculture’s paperwork 
management program. 

This report is the first of a series requested 
by the Joint Economic Committee on the pa- 
perwork burden imposed on segments of 
American business. 
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COMPTROLLER GENERAL OF THE UNlTED STATES 
WASWINGTQN. B.C. 20418 

The Honorable Lloyd M. Eentsen 
Chairman, Joint Economic Committee 
Congress of the United States 

Dear Mr. Chairman: 

Your letter of January 22, 1979, requested that we 
undertake a series of reviews of the Federal paperwork 
burdens imposed on businesses. This report, our first 
on that work, assesses the burden imposed by and the use 
made of information collected by the Department of 
Agriculture's Regulations Governing Meat Inspection and 
Annual Report of Packers reporting requirements. 

As you requested, we assessed if (1) the burden 
estimates for the two reporting requirements were reasonable 
indicators of the true burden imposed, (2) the burden 
estimates were used to manage or limit the paperwork burden 
imposed, (3) the information collected was used, (4) there 
was duplicate reporting, (5) the reporting requirements were 
ridiculous, and (6) the reporting requirements were consistent 
with the intent of laws passed by Congress. In addition, we 
examined the effectiveness of the Department of AgricultureFs 
paperwork management policies and programs. 

As arranged with your office, unless you publicly 
announce its contents earlier, no further distribution of 
this report will be made until March 26 to coincide with the 
Joint Economic Committee's scheduled hearings on this report 
and related matters. At that time we will send copies of 
this report to the Director, Office of Management and Budget; 
the Secretary, Department of Agriculture; and the heads of 
the agencies discussed in this report. Copies will also be 
available to other interested parties who request them. 

Comptroller General 
of the United States 





RE P 0 R’l.’ 13 ‘i T’H E DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE: 
COMPTRCII,LER GENEIISAL, ACTIONS NEEDED TO ENHANCE 
TO THE JOZNT PAPERWORK MANAGEMENT AND 
ECONOM 1 (‘ COMMI"i'l.'E;:R REDLTCE ElJRDEN 

This report, the first i,r1 d series requested 
by the Chairman of the Joint Economic Com- 
mittee, examines the effectiveness of the 
Department of AgricuI.ture'.r; paperwork manage- 
ment program and poli c ier; * To manage paper- 
work effectively, Fedel:a"'i. agencies need 
reliable information on .the burden imposed 
on the public, the use made of the informa- 
tion requested, and the extent of dupli- 
cate reporting. Such information generally 
is unavailable at the Department of Agri- 
culturel GAO co11cl.uded p after studying 
reports required from the meat industry. 

The department should improve its paperwork 
management program to better manage and 
further reduce the burden imposed on the 
public. The Department can do this by cor- 
recting ineffective practices which contri- 
bute to 

--~'meaningless and unreliable burden 
estimates, 

--collection of unneeded information, 
and 

-~m-",dupl icate reporting requirements. 

Burden estimates are meaningless --__-__". ---_-- -- __.. - ---- -"_ .l-----.-- 

The Department ’ s burden estimates usually 
represent unsupported staff judgment. How 

r 
reasonable or reliable the estimates are 

'is dif‘ficult to ascertain, since neither 

1 
the Department nor the Office of Management 
and Hudget has made a comprehensive evalua- 
tion 6 Hawewer f GAO found that stafli judgment 
did not produce reliable estimates for either 
the Regulations Governing Meat Inspection 



or the Annual Report of Rackers--the two most 
burdensome reporting requirements the Depart- 
ment levies on the meat industry. The Depart- 
ment estimated businesses spent 407,500 hours 
annually completing the regulations require- 
ment and 4,400 hours annually completing the 
annual report. A GAO survey of businesses 
showed that the estimate for the regulations 
overstated the paperwork burden. The Depart- 
ment agrees and believes the overstatement 
may run as high as 259,000 hours. GAO believes 
the estimate for the annual report could be 
understated by as much as 7,600 hours. (See 
PP. 19 and 29.) 

Failure to monitor practical utility 
allows coliection of unneeded information 

The Office of Management and Budget requires 
agencies to make "practical utility" reviews 
to verify use made of information collected 
from the public. Agencies are to stop col- 
lecting information they do not or cannot 
use because of staff, time, or other con- 
straints. 

The Department has not adequately monitored 
and evaluated information collection and use 
by its agencies or established standards and 
controls for agencies' practical utility 
reviews. These shortcomings have allowed 
agencies to establish inconsistent practices 
and procedures. For example, some agencies 
make practical utility reviews only on new 
forms and reports; others make no reviews 
at all. (See p. 6.) In addition, businesses 
must complete over 1,100 reporting require- 
ments which have not been approved and may 
violate OMB guidelines. (See p. 17.) 

Businesses faced with duplicate 
reporting requirements 

The Department has .not defined "unnecessary 
duplication," and the two methods used to 
control it --memory and ad hoc subject files-- 
require much time and effort and do not 
work. (See p* 8.) 
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The Cepartment's label ag9prova-l program bogs 
dewn businesses in dupl.j catc reporting and 
red tape. The Depar,tment must approve a 
label. before it may be used on any meat prod- 
uct e C~ompznies which pr<,duee a product in a 
variety of weights ok* at several plants must 
yet approval for- each wejght and each plant. 
(See p* 25.) 

Six Federal. and two St:ai.e reporting require- 
ments duplicate, in part:, information 
collected from meatpack.crs by the Depart-, 
merit's Packers and Stockyards program. Four 
of the Federal. requirements are imposed by 
the Department * (See I),, 32.) 

Recommendations ----_-__( l__l." 

The Secretary of AgrjVcu.l Lure should: 

-~~~-~~,Require the Department ' s clearance 
office to upgrade policies and guide- 
lines for est.imating burden, assessing 
utility, and eliminating duplication. 

-~"W~-Upgrade the paperwork management pro- 
gram by (1) improving the Department's 
method of burden estimating, (2) making 
sure that only verified and documented 
agency burden estimates are certified 
as reasonable, and (3) requiring each 
agency to index its reporting require- 
ments . 

--Require each agency to fully assess 
the burden and utility of its report- 
ing requirements. 

These and related recommendations to the 
Secretary are di.scussed in detail on pages 
11, 26, and 35. 

The Director of the Office of Management 
and Budget should: 

--Not delegate any additional authority 
to the Department, for reviewing its 
repetitive reporting requirements 
until the Office has verified that 
the shortcomings discussed in this 
report have been corrected. 

Tear Sheet 
i. .i i, 



--Designate Agriculture the focal 
agency responsible for overseeing 
the Government's collection of 
slaughtering packer information. 
(See we 12 and 35.) 

AGENCY COMMENTS 

Department of Agriculturq 

The Department acknowledged that there are 
areas in its paperwork management process 
needing improvement. The Department identi- 
fied specific actions which would be taken 
for: 

--Improving its burden estimating proce- 
dures, including better documentation. 

--Assessing the practical utility of its 
information requirements. 

--Eliminating duplicate reporting. 

The Department"s comments and GAO's evalua- 
tion are discussed in detail at the end of 
chapters 2, 3, and 4. 

Office of Management and Budget 

The Office of Management and Budget agreed 
with GAO that the Department needs to correct 
weaknesses in its paperwork management proc- 
ess. The Office outlined actions underway 
or planned to insure that these problems were 
corrected. The Office's comments and GAO's 
evaluation are discussed in detail at the 
end of chapters 2, 3, and 4. 

The Office stated, however, that GAO's recom- 
mendations did not go far enough since similar 
deficiencies are found in other Federal agen- 
cies. The Office cited the President's 
November 30, 1979, Executive Order 12174, 
"Paperwork," and proposed implementing guide- 
lines as measures designed to achieve broader 
improvement in Federal paperwork management. 
As part of its paperwork management reviews, 
GAO will monitor the Office's and other 
agencies' progress under the new executive 
order and guidelines. 
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GLOSSARY __---- -- 

Burden 

Clearance 

Clearance process 

Central clearance office 

Clearance officer 

The estimated time taken 
by respondents to gather 
and compile data, as well 
as the time needed to com- 
plete a Federal report or 
form. 

Approval of a reporting 
requirement. 

Centralized process established 
under the Federal Reports Act 
for reviewing and approving 
reporting requirements used 
to collect information from 
10 or more persons outside 
the Federal Government. 

Office which establishes 
the policies, requirements, 
and procedures for reviewing 
and approving reporting 
requirements proposed by 
agencies and departments. 
This office also reviews and 
approves proposed reporting 
requirements. For executive 
agencies covered by the 
Federal Reports Act, this 
is the Office of Management 
and Budget; for independent 
regulatory agencies this 
is GAO. 

Individual at the agency, 
department, or central clear- 
ance office who reviews, 

.approves, or denies proposed 
reporting requirements. 



Dupl icat ion 

Paperwork 

Practical utility 

Practical utility review 

Respondents 

The degree of likeness among 
reporting requirements. 
Duplication involves the 
following three categories of 
likeness and severity. 

Generic duplication--the 
collection of information 
relating to the same general 
subject category, for example, 
financial data. 

Similar duplication--questions 
related to a particular sub- 
ject but not identical.. 

Identical duplication--ques- 
tions which are precisely the 
same. 

Recordkeeping and filing of 
reports by businesses, indiv- 
iduals, and organizations 
regarding Federal programs 
and regulations. 

An agency’s ability to use 
and timely process the infor- 
mation it collects. 

Process of verifying the 
actual use made of information 
collected. 

Individuals, groups, and 
organizations from whom 
information is collected. 



CHAPTER 1 

INTRODUCTION 

This is the first in a series of reports on the paper- 
work burden imposed on segments of American business. This 
report presents our findings on the paperwork imposed by 
the Department of Agriculture's Regulations Governing Meat 
Inspection and its Annual Report of Packers. These require- 
ments, according to Department estimates, account for 412,000 
hours (about 23 percent) of the burden which the Department 
estimates it imposes on businesses. 

Businesses were identified as respondents for 290 
(about 44 percent) of the Department's cleared reporting 
requirements as of September 30, 1978. The total annual 
burden imposed by the business requirements was estimated 
by the Department at 1.8 million hours. 

PAPERWORK MANAGEMENT FROGRAM 

The program consists of a series of reviews by depart- 
mental and agency clearance offices of proposed reporting 
requirements and supporting material. Each clearance office 
reviews the proposal package for essentially the same thing-- 
whether it complies with Office of Management and Budget 
(OMB) guidelines. 

OMB's guidelines are based on the policy established 
by the Federal Reports Act of 1942. The Congress, through 
the act, demonstrated its concern with the "burden" placed 
on individuals, businesses, and organizations required to 
furnish information to the Federal Government. The act 
requires that information be collected with a minimum of 
burden upon respondents, especially small businesses. It 
further requires that unnecessary duplication be eliminated 
and that collected information be tabulated in a manner to 
maximize use. 

OMB's guidelines require that a package include informa- 
tion on the 

--number and type of respondents, 

--frequency of reporting, 

--estimated burden, 

--basis for estimating the burden, 
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--need for the requirement, and 

--plan for using the information. 

Twenty-six Agriculture employees are assigned to the paperwork 
management program. Six are assigned at the departmental level 
and the remaining 20 at the agency level. None of the 26 em- 
ployees spend full time on clearance activities. The annual 
cost to operate the program is about $275,000 according to the 
departmental clearance officer. 

Managing paperwork involves measurinq burden --. -----I_ 

OMB requires Federal departments and agencies, in as- 
sessing burden, to estimate the time taken by respondents 
to gather and compile data, as well as the time needed to com- 
plete a report or form. The primary purpose for estimating 
burden is to enable agency, department, and OMB central 
clearance officers to judge the impact of reporting require- 
ments. Estimates are to be computed by multiplying the es- 
timated number of respondents by the estimated number of 
reports to be filed annually, which is then multiplied by 
the estimated number of hours required to prepare a single 
response. 

Department burden estimates, in addition to being used 
by OMB to assess Agriculture's paperwork impact, are also 
used by OMB 

--for establishing burden-reduction goals and 
annual Department and agency ceilings on the 
hours of burden, 

--as the basis for delegating clearance 
responsibilities to the Department, and 

--to measure the Department's progress toward 
reducing paperwork and implementing Commission 
on Federal Paperwork recommendations. 

use is monitored through practical utility 

Since 1943 OMB guidelines have also required agencies, 
including the Department, to assess the use made of the infor- 
mation collected. In 1976 OMB increased its emphasis on 
verifying practical utility. In verifying utility OMB 
requires agencies to determine for each requirement if limited 
staff, inability to process the information, or other con- 
straints affect use. If any limitations exist, OMB believes 
that the requirement has no practical utility and that the 
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information should not be collected. P,gencies are also to 
make special efforts to reexamine the use of information 
collected under requirements imposing large burdens. 



CHAPTER 2 ____ .-__ - . ..- _... -_-. 

NEED TO IMPROVE PROGRAM AND POLICIES __-_ ..-. . I_ ._-_ _ __,,_ ___ ______.- -_r-l ---.- ̂ .c_I _I-_ _-----...--- 

TO BETTER MANAGE PAPERWORK AND REDUCE BURDEN __..._-._ -_.. ̂- __.- . ..- -- __-- .- .._ __-.. -_ __-.__._ - .-.-. ----- -__-_- .^__ -.--------- 

Concern over the impact of Federal paperwork imposed 
on the private sector has been increasing. To effectively 
manage paperwork and reduce burden, agencies need reliable 
information on the burden imposed, the use made of the in- 
formation collected, and the extent of duplicate reporting. 
Such information, however, is generally unavailable at the 
Department. 

The Department's burden estimates usually represent 
unsupported staff judgment. How reasonable or reliable 
they are is difficult to ascertain, since neither the 
Department nor OMB has comprehensively evaluated them. 
Such evaluations would identify the measures needed to 
insure that estimates are reasonable reflections of the 
burden. 

AGENCIES RELY ON JUDGMENT _ __ .___ _ ____..^.._. I_ __.._._.I.._. - __-..- .__^ ----~--_ 
TO ESTIMATE BURDEN ...I^ .__.___ .._ _ ___ _-_- -.-* _ - .- ._.- . -. 

The Department does not enforce either its own or OMB's 
burden-estimating guidelines. OMB has issued workable 
guidelines which the Department's agencies are to follow when 
estimating burden. OMB suggests four approaches to estimate 
burden, including: (1) formal consultation with a few re- 
spondents, (2) trial runs with agency staff, (3) experience 
with a pretest, and (4) experience with a related form. 
However, the Department does not require its agencies to use 
any of these approaches. Instead, it allows agencies to use 
staff judgment when estimating burden. The Department clear- 
ance staff I in turn, validates these estimates by relying on 
its judgment to determine if the estimates are "reasonable." 

To ascertain how the Department developed burden esti- 
mates p we analyzed 87 Department requirements. l/ Five 
requirements did not have burden estimates. For the 
82 requirements having estimates, 73 requirements (about 

-17The--8;jl'~.requirements were part of a random sample of agency 
requirements used to assess the effectiveness of agency 
paperwork control systems in our report titled "Protecting 
the Public From Unnecessary Federal Paperwork: Does the 
Control Process Work?'" (GGD-79--70, Sept. 24, 1979). 
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90 percent) did not. have documentation showing how the 
estimates had been derived. The estimates had been cer ti-- 
fi.ed as reasonable r however I by the Department’s ciearanc~! 
office. Because the Department permits the use of staff 
judgment to estimate burden, we believe that method was 
probably used in these 73 undocumented estimates, Il’he 
Department clearance officer agreed e 

The estimate for the Regulations Governing Meat 
Inspection illustrates how staff judgment is typically used 
to det.ermine and validate estimates. To prepare the estimate, 
the Food Safety and Quality Service (FSQS) relied solely on 
its program staff” s judgment rather than contacting respon-.~ 
dents * FSQS did not document the method used to develop tlrie 
estimate. The Department’s clearance office I in reviewing 
the estimate I did not ask what the estimate represented or 
how it. had been developed, but looked instead at its reason-” 
abl.eness * Only when t? requirement appeared to be very 
burdensome and the estimated time obviously too short-‘was an 
est imate chal. lenged I When this happened, a reasonable figureA 
was negoti,ated between the reviewer and the program staff. 
Any apparently reasonable estimate was accepted with no 
further effort to validate it e 

Our findings agree with the results of a Government-wide 
OPlE3 study on burden measurement concluded in March of 1979, 
OME’S objective was to assess whether it had accurate and 
completle information for monitoring the burden which approved 
reguircments impose y OME! concluded that 92 percent of the t i.WC 
departments and agencies use unsupported staff judgment to 
make burden estimates. 

Agent i.es ., ! ?.!Y on LL _._. _.... “__ ..“. . .,.... I.I” _._” .__..--.. -: udqment to calculate 
burden rcduct.‘i$~ 

The Departme~rt also permitted the use of staff judgmexlt 
in estimating and val idating burden reductions. For example # 
in 1.977 FSQS r*I,;~i.nl.ed, in response to President Gerald R, Pordl !:; 
Burden Reduct .i “rll Progr an p to have reduced the burden i.mr>cs~A 
by i. t: s me 3 ir inspection reporting requirement from 833 r 000 tcI:b 
41:17,5[30 hours annual.ly, Better estimating on +he part of 
know:l,edgeabI.e program staff was claimed as the basi.s for thi c 
reducti,orl s FSQS was not required to support the reduction B 
nor was the revised estimate verified to determine if the re-~, 
duct ion was warranted or achieved e The Department clear ancc 
office certified to OMH t.hat the reduction was reassnab.le, 
When we questi.oned the reasonableness of the estimate, 
neither the Lkpartmerkt c3.earance officer nor FSQS 0ffi.c:ial.s 
knew i.f the estimate wa,s accurate P reasonable I or reliable * 
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il~~::part:mexlt officials claimed that staff judgment was 
%:', 11 c' Is a is i. E:; t;~ed for estimating the burden imposed by the two 
i~~~pnlk~:.t.,i~nq requirements reviewed e These requirements were 
1,’ I-,. A Reg 2 :a iii t. i, on s Governing Meat Inspection and the Annual 
l&?pozt of E:ack'erE" They could not, however, support the 
v a 1" i. d i 2:, y of: the estimates e 

7’s assess how reasonable the estimates were, we visited 
J;.’ C? 8 per r; d 6: iI t I; to document the time they had spent in reporting. 
ruse the bzsis of the evidence developed, we believe unsup- 
ported staff judgment cannot be relied upon to produce rea- 
I: r3 Bi a k 1 I e c s t. i m a t; e s il As our assessment of Department estimates 
~‘LIY I:.t~eae requirements disclosed I staff judgment can result 
in overstated or understated estimates. 

‘!F!ac esti~nate for the meat inspection requirement over- 
ns;i, ated 1: r~spondenf; burden I It included primarily the time 
r~:::zlp'onx;\erIt,~ spent in maintaining and preparing company required 
f’il es and .reparts e As a result of our findings, FSQS began 
1P s'LuK3.y t-0 veriL-y the estimates of its 42 reporting require- 
m E:" r-l t. I", *(, 1.n a status repart on the study, I?SQS’ clearance 
ol’d,i~er reported that the estimate for the meat inspection 
rc!quiremc:nt appeared overstated by over 259,000 hours. 

The estimate for the annual report, on the other hand, 
~unCie~:st:ated respondent burden. the estimate was based on the 
belief 4 Xrours were needed to complete the report. Most of 
t.hc~ rtrsponderrts we contacted took longer e A company's un- 
svcoi~lahle paperwork burden was related to the complexity and 
si 210 of its operat.ion, Small. firms contacted took an average 
of ‘7 hours to respond; large firms averaged 144 hours. (See 
p #B 29,) 

Il'he Uepartment needs to require approaches for develop- 
irkg estimates which, as suggested by OMB, include either 
formal. pretests or discussions with a sample of respondents 
to verify the time and costs involved in preparing responses. 
Ulrect c*ontact with respondents might also identify ways 
to m in iroi ze burden and dupl ication. 

l'he Department needs to eliminate the collection of 
inPoy.IIxPien it does not or cannot use, Its clearance 
0 t’ 1. i c e c7 0 t2 s n0.k routinely monitor or evaluate practical 
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u. t i, I, ii. t y . This promotes inconsistencies among agencies in 
determining need and use and allows the collection of in- 
formation which the Cepartment does not or cannot use, 

Ta guide its agencies in conducting practical utility 
reviews and to correct these shortcomings, the Department 
needs t.o begin enforcing existing QMB guidelines on practicaSi. 
utility. Enforcement would assure that the Department co].- 
lected only needed and usable information and would help 
reduce burden and its costs. 

$.c~e”,cies assess need differently I- .I. .,I..e-*-ll- .m...-p 

Hecau.se the Department.’ s agencies must justify need and 
demonstrat.e practical utility, we also obtained informatior! 
on what six agencies were doing ,to comply with this require- 
men t ” These agencies accounted for about 80 percent of the 
Department.‘s total estimated respondent burden. 

Need is being evaluated differently among the agencies, 
The Agricultural Stabifization and Conservation Service y 
according to its cl,earance officer, discusses with prograXr 
staffs why the information is needed and how it will be 
used I di.stributed, and stored a This discussion is he3.d 
before requesting approval. The Economics d Stati,stics I and 
Cooper at ive s Servi.ce clearance officer stated that he rare1.y 
yue stioned need . Need determinations are delegated to the 
program staffs and he agrees with what the program staff has 
dec ided .i The Food and Nutrition Service clearance officer 
said he lacked sufficient expertise to evaluate need and 
therefore did not. The Rural Electrification Admi,nistra-‘- 
tiara’s clearance officer conducts subjective reviews for rnet3~? 
an mast new requirements, FSQS and the Packers and Stock-,- 
yards program (P&S) do not assess need. Their clearance 
officers justify need on the basis that the reporting is 
required under the Uepartment”s regulations and by law, 

Practical utility reviews vary ----.....-.~" ,ml--,.*- 11,1- _-p-w Ye- 

“Practica3 iti iky”’ is defi.ned by OMB as ark agency’s ak,i:I.-~ 
ity to use and ti.me1.y process the information it collects, 
ONE3 requires agencies to determine for each requirement if 
limited staff or inability to process the information, or 
other const r aints affect use * If any 1imitations exist 1F 0 
bel. ieve s that the requirement has no practical utility and 
that the informa.tian should, not. be collect.ed. 

At: Agriculture r practical utility was assessed differ-- 
ently. Two agencies made practical. utility reviews only on 



II t: Ii I i, 1.. y r C! v i. ew t the departmental clearance office reviewer 
;j p “il 1: ? I; i’iJ Jo, 1-j L,> ;:; I For: ea.ch data element. on the form or report, how 
1. ?I rl i 2. n f 0 1: ri; a t, i 0 n j, s u se d , what the agency’s objective is in 
c.2 :3 ,l 1. (2 c t. i I ‘i scj t h e :i n f 0 L’ m a t i 0 n y and if the information meets 
?: I 1 t-2 0 h 3 (-:! C! t.. i. IT E’ u The review is ccrndu,cted informally. No 
tli:ar:‘l.~lir~~~‘~~:at.i.on is prepared or support compiled to document 
shot- VXI:? questioned or changed 1( 

‘P’hc~ Department cleara.nce officer said this practice 
was fol.I.owed because t-here was not enough staff to conduct. 
thc:rrc~wjk pract~ical utility reviews. He also said there 
wx not cno~~.qh staff to validate agencies’ claims on the use 
wii::jc #ofI the information, The only requirements his staff 
rF~;vicwc;?d c:or:,si.stently for practical utility were new forms 
3 t-l d 1: cpo r :. s *,m High burden forms and reports were reviewed 
pc L i. od i c a 1 1. y sl 
01: such forii,s P 

In the %ast. 3 years, his staff made 10 reviews 

Department. personnel. use two methods for controlling 
ri upi ica.t ion r Some rely on memory; others keep files on 
appz’oved reportiriy requirements. 

Under the first method, individuals must have memorized 
~11. i:he Eepartment’s requirements before being able to 
iderlti .Fy dupl. irate reporting e Under the second method, files 
(3 0 m t. a i. 1-1 i n 1:~ c 0 p i e s of approved forms are kept. The forms are 
f.“ilecl under either functional- Yleadings, such as expenses and 
a p I, 1 :i c a t i. 0 11 s p i3 r subject headings, such as corn and tobacco. 
it;‘:‘, (2 f i 1. es p 11 Q wev e L’ , make no provision for information col- 
.tect.ed without forms. In these cases individuals must rely 
OT”I memory and knowledqe of Uepartmcnt regulations. 



Both methods require much time and effort. On the basis 
of our review of selected Department reporting requirements, 
it appears that these methods do not work. For example, FSQS 
is imposing requirements under its meat inspection require- 
ment which duplicate and overlap other FSQS requirements. 
(See ch. 3.) P&S collect information similar to that col- 
lected by FSQS, the Agricultural Marketing Service, and the 
Bureau of the Census. (See ch. 4.) 

No definition of "unnecessary duplication" ---- 

Under the Federal Reports Act, unnecessary duplication 
must be eliminated. OMB, however, has.not defined "unneces- 
sary duplication." OMB allows each agency to devise its own 
definition and system for control. 

The Department has not defined unnecessary duplication, 
nor has it established a system to control it. Employees are 
allowed to devise their own definitions. According to the 
Department clearance officer, the Department views unneces- 
sary duplication as purely a matter of personal interpreta- 
tion. 

Because neither OMB nor the Department defined 
unnecessary duplication, we assessed unnecessary dupli- 
cation using the multi-level definition developed by the 
Commission on Federal Paperwork. (See glossary.) 

The Commission separated duplication into three levels 
of likeness and severity. In examining selected require- 
ments, we found all three levels of duplication. (See chs. 
3 and 4.) 

Indexing can help eliminate duplication 

To combat needless duplication and to provide the tools 
necessary to identify it, each of the Department's agencies 
needs to index its reporting requirements. Indexes could 
contain, among other items, the title of the requirement; 
an abstract showing why the information is being collected; 
the respondent groups; the users; the uses to which information 
is put; the types and numbers of forms, reports and records 
to be generated; a brief description of the reporting involved; 
the statutes and regulations which require the information; 
and the basis for the burden estimate. 

The indexes could list and classify the contents and 
other characteristics of the Department's reporting require- 
ments. Indexing could also help fill a management informa- 
tion gap which now prevents the Department from effectively 
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addressing paperwork problems. For example, agency and de- 
partmental clearance offices could use indexes to determine 
whether information to be collected is already available or 
whether existing information could serve an agency's needs. 

CONCLUSIONS 

Although the Department has a clearance office and 
paperwork management program, the program should be improved 
to better manage and further reduce the paperwork burden 
levied on the public. The Department can improve the pro- 
gram by correcting ineffective practices which contribute to 

--meaningless and unreliable burden estimates, 

--collection of unneeded information, and 

--duplicate reporting requirements. 

The Department can improve the accuracy of its burden 
estimates by using information developed through either 
formal pretests or discussions with respondents. As our 
assessment of Department burden-estimating practices dis- 
closed, unsupported staff judgment is not likely to produce 
reliable and accurate estimates. 

Improvements are also needed in the area of practical 
utility reviews. Management needs to (1) adequately monitor 
and evaluate agency information collection and use and (2) 
establish guidelines for its employees ta follow when as- 
sessing practical utility. 

The Department also needs to define what it considers 
to be unnecessary duplication and develop an indexing system 
to help control it. Indexing could help fill a management 
information gap which now prevents the Department from ef- 
fectively assessing its paperwork impact. 

Overall, the Department cannot be relied upon to meet 
its OMB-assigned responsibilities for primary review of its 
reporting requirements. Under OMB's Paperwork Reduction 
Program, the Department has responsibility for substantive 
review of all requests for clearance of repetitive reporting 
requirements which 

--have a total annual burden of 20,000 hours or less 
and 

--impose an average burden of no more than one-half 
hour per response. 
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We previously recommended that OMB delegate primary 
review authority to executive agencies which have demon- 
strated adequate capability and controls for reviewing pro- 
posed reporting requirements. This recommendation and others 
to OMB for improving paperwork controls are in our report 
titled "Protecting the Public From Unnecessary Federal 
Paperwork: Does the Control Process Work?" (GGD-79-70, Sept. 
24, 1979). 

OMB should not delegate additional review authority to 
the Department until it upgrades its 

--policies and guidelines for estimating burden, as- 
sessing utility, and eliminating duplication and 

---paperwork management program by (1) insuring that on1.y 
verified and documented agency burden estimates are 
certified as reasonable, and (2) requiring each agency 
to index its reporting requirements. 

RECOMMENDATIONS TO AGRICULTURE. -----. 

The Department can take some steps to cut paperwork 
and red tape --some to maximize use, others to reduce burden, 
and some to do both. We recommend that the Secretary: 

--Require the Department's clearance office to 
upgrade policies and guidelines for estimating 
burden, assessing utility, and identifying and 
eliminating duplication. The policies and guide- 
1 ines should: 

1. Direct agencies to use burden-estimating 
methods which include contacting a sample of 
respondents, to ascertain the amount of time 
and costs involved in responding. 

2. Direct agencies to document the basis used for 
es:.:imating burden and burden reductions. 

3. Require each agency to index its reporting 
requirements. 

--Require each agency to fully assess the burden and 
utility of its reporting requirements. These assess-," 
ments should be directed toward: 

1. Verifying agency burden estimates, 



2, Documenting agency use of the information 
callected and documenting staff and resource 
Limitations, if any, which hamper use. 

3. Identifying dupli.ca.te reporting requirements. 

--Direct the Department’s clearance office to certify 
as reasonable only verified agency burden estimates 
and burden reductions . 

RECr3MMENDATION TO OMB ---..A....-..- -.-_1_-1---- 

We recommend that the Director of the OMB not delegate 
any additional. authority to the Department for review of its 
repetitive reporting requirements until OMB has determined, 
through an evaluation, that the Department has corrected the 
shortcomings d.iscussed in this report. 

mC;E::JC’lr’ COMMENTS AND OUR EVALUATION .-I._I_-_ .._I. L.““------.--- 

~Jepartment of ariculture ._....,..,_,L .--.--. --” .-.- -.-. 

The Department agreed with us that areas in its clearance 
process need improvement. (See app. III.) It also agreed 
I:.hat better estimates of burden are needed. The Department 
s a i cl i, t:. ha s long been aware that burden estimates developed 
by its agencies have been sketchy. The Department said that, 
i n t:h e future , it will require documentation of methods used 
to develop burden estimates and formal pretests or discussions 
with respondents to be a part of its burden estimate develop- 
J-3 e l-1 t:. p r 0 c c s s * 

The Department. sai.d indexing of its reporting and record- 
keeping requirements will be covered under its guidelines for 
implementation of the President’s November 30, 1979, Executive 
0rder 12174, “Paperwork.” This Order calls for the develop- 
ment of a Federal Information Locator System. 

The Department suggested that our estimate of the burden 
or] tLke Packers and Stockyards Annual Report may be as suspect 
a s i. t s estimate e The Department contends that the 16 plants 
included. in our review were not selected on a random basis, 
thus pa:oduci.ng a potentially biased estimate of average 
response t,i.me for the companies involved. 

It is true that the companies we canvassed were not 
randomly selected e We also agree that the information 
obtained from these companies is not a statistically valid 
representation of the average response time for the companies 
affected. Tt. was never meant to be. Our discussion of bur- 
den is limited to the 16 companies canvassed. (See pa 30.) 
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Our approach) descr ibed CYYI page 30, was designed to test 
the Leasonabl,eness of the P&S Borden estimate * We limited 
our work to 5.6 companies for several reasons. First s many 
Of the companies we contacted were not wi.11,in.g to open their: 
doors and books to GAO auditors. Second I we wanted to aster” 
tain if agencies could develop reasonable estimates by fol- 
lowing OMB’s guidelines, which permit pret.ests with nine or 
fewer respondent,s i) Third y we did not want to become a burden 
our selves to the meat .i.ndustry. Fourth r we found that after 
talking to seven single-=plant and nine multipl,ant packers I two 
distinct patterns of burden emerged * A pattern of low burden 
and cost for single-plant packer-s and a pattern of high bur- 
den and cost, far multiplant paclcel. s, 

The Department stated that. its policy has always been 
to require documentation as part of any burden reduction 
claims. Althouyh we did find the Department had such a 
policy, we found it was not implemented o 

The Department said that practical utility reviews have 
been conducted for some existing reporting requirements, 
namely high burden requirements * The Department believes 
that the public can best be served if it concentrates its 
efforts on high burden requirements u 

We found that the Department has attempted a few 
practical. uti.l.ity reviews y (See pa 6.) The evidence shows 1J 
however, that these reviews were not thorough. The reviews 
concentrated primarily on evaluating the need to collect 
information u 

The Department. I in commenting on this reportl showed 
the dangers in relying on this type of review. According to 
the Department I the Department clearance office reviews the 
practical utility of information collected weekly relating t.o 
processing operations at E’SQS inspected plants, The Depart- 
ment concluded t,hat f while the information was needed, it 
could not be used on a week1.y basis. It recommended that 
FSQS change the reporting period from weekly to quarterly. 
FSQS did not implement the recommendation because the meat 
industry pressured FSQS to continue weekly collections. FSQS 
officials said that companies wanted the Federal Government 
to continue collecting weekly packing information on com- 
pet.itors because it was not available elsewhere. 

The Department concluded that since the Food and Drug 
Administration has prohibited the manufacture p shipment, and 
use of DES, the Department wi1.I no longer need or require 
businesses to complete DES certificates. 
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Office of Management and Budget 

OMB agreed with our conclusion that the Department of 
Agriculture needs to correct deficiencies in: determining 
the practical utility of many of its information require- 
ments; estimating and documenting the burden of those 
requirements; systematic elimination of potential duplicate 
information collection; and departmental paperwork manage- 
ment policy and procedures. Overall, OMB believes our 
recommendations do not go far enough. (See app. IV.) The 
problems identified with the information requirements of 
the Department are present in other Federal agencies accord- 
ing to OMB, The problems are, said OMB, the product 
of a view that paperwork management is a sideline rather 
than a central management concern. To correct this situa- 
tion, the President issued Executive Order 12174, "Paperwork'", 
on November 30, 1979. OMB believes that implementation of 
the executive order will result in Government-wide improve- 
ment in Federal paperwork management. 

As part of our ongoing program of paperwork management 
reviews, 
under the 

we will monitor OMB's and other agencies' pragress 
new executive order. 

OMB said the report demonstrates the positive effects 
of paperwork management audits. OMB indicated that similar 
audits will be systematically initiated under Executive Order 
12174. Such audits are useful in calling the attention of 
top agency managers to paperwork concerns, according to OME?. 
OMB stated that similar findings have been obtained by OMB 
audits with the general effect of reducing burden and improv- 
ing agency reports management programs. 

The report makes specific recommendations for OMB 
action. For example, it recommends that OMB make no further 
delegation of clearance authority to the Department, pending 
correction of identified problems. OMB said it will not 
delegate authority to Agriculture or any other department 
until it has demonstrated a serious commitment and an ade- 
quate program for carrying out the provisions of the Federal 
Reports Act, as required by the revised Circular A-40. 

d-------w -____z_I_ 
OMB said that some of the recommendations addressed to 

the Department involved OMB responsibilities. For example, 
the.proposal for indexing FSQS information requirements 
should not be undertaken outside the larger ongoing OMB 
effort to establish a Federal information locator system. 
According to OMB, the Department is playing a major role 
as a working group leader in the project. 
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We believe that a Federal locator system is a valuable 
tool for managing Federal paperwork. We agree with OMB 
that. agencies such as FSQS should not undertake the develop-u 
ment of information locator systems outside of OMB's larger 
effort. We also believe that before any Government-wide 
information locator system can be implemented, each depart- 
ment and agency will. need to catalog its forms and reports, 
We view our recommmendation to the Department as a positive 
step toward achieving this objective. Implementation of 
our recommendation would assure that when the time comes 
for FSQS to include its forms arid reports as components af 
any OMB-approved locator system that the information will 
be available. 



CHAPTER 3 

MEAT INSPECTION REPORT WAS MEANINGLESS BURDEN - 

ESTIMATE AKD USELESS AND DUPLICATE INFORMATION 

On the basis of the Department's own estimates, its 
Regulations Gaverning Meat Inspection are the most burdensome 
reporting requirement it imposes on businesses. This require- 
ment highlights the shortcomings discussed in chapter 2, 
namely the: 

--Clearance file information is incomplete and 
misleading. 

--Burden estimate is meaningless. 

--Information collected is not used or cannot be used. 

--Requirement creates duplication and red 
tape. 

FSQS is responsible for assuring that foods are safe, 
wholesome, and nutritious; that they are of good quality; 
and that they are informatively and honestly labeled. FSQS, 
under its meat inspection regulations collects information 
from businesses which produce, slaughter, and process meat. 

The Department has 290 business-related reporting 
requirements, which it estimated imposed 1.8 million hours 
of burden. According to FSQS' 1977 burden estimate, the 
meat inspection requirement imposes 407,500 hours of burden 
annually. This amounts to 23 percent of the Department‘s 
estimated burden imposed on businesses and about 65 percent 
of the burden on the meat industry. 

Although FSQS' estimate was large, businesses did not 
feel unduly burdened or imposed upon. In fact, companies 
had difficulty in relating to FSQS' estimate because much 
of the information supplied was needed for day-to-day 
operations. 

CLEARANCE FILE INFORMATION ~-- 
USEFUL BUT LIMITED -- 

Although the meat inspection clearance file contains 
much useful information, it has limitations. The reporting 
requirements in the file represent only a fraction of the 
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paperwork levied on businesses. Over 1,100 forms and 
re&rts in use by FSQS regions and inspectors are not 
included s Thus the most pervasive, burdensome and possibly 
most irritating requirements are not being addressed. In 
addition, the informati.on represents 24 different require- 
ments e 

Businesses affected by hundreds -,~ 
of “bootleg” forms -- 

FSQS ’ burden information is incomplete because it does 
not account for many unapproved reporting requirements in 
use. Over 1,100 locally developed forms and reports had 
been identified and were in use at the time of our review, 
Also at least eight unapproved FSQS-headquarters-developed 
requirements were in use. (See app. I.) 

Although the 8 requirements were similar to the 24 
listed in the meat inspection requirement, they had not been 
submitted to OMB for approval. Their use may violate OMB 
guidelines. Under OMB’s guidelines, agency regulations and 
other directives which require respondents to provide informa.,-- 
tion or maintain records are subject to the OMB clearance 
process. FSQS agreed to submit the eight requirements to hSM.i! 
for review and approval. 

FSQS surveyed its regions, at our request, to deter- 
mine the number and kinds of bootleg forms and reports in 
use. Over 1,100 locally developed forms were identified, 
FSQS is evaluating these to estimate the burden and to aseen’-~ 
tain which ones should be continued, submitted to OMB for 
clearance I and/or eliminated. 

The meat inspection reporting --- requirement-- 
a hodgepodge of paperwork 

FSQS’ meat inspection requirement represents 24 separate 
requirements i) (See app. II.) OMB allows consolidation of 
requirements m:qhen they may be regarded as a single report or 
reporting program. OMB spells out four instances when con-e, 
solidation is justified: 

--Farms which are essentially the same form, such as 
continuation sheets or editions in foreign languages. 



--Forms which consist of a basic form and one or more 
satellite forms. 

--Forms which might have been a single form but for 
convenience have been tailored to fit two or more 
respondent groups. 

--A single regulation containing several related report- 
ing and/or recordkeeping requirements. 

The 24 requirements in the meat inspection requirement 
represent a number of reporting programs. Of the 24 require- 
ments: 

--Six collect information on operational activities, 
such as slaughtering and processing. 

--Five collect information on transporting meat. 

--Four colSect inspection data. 

--Three collect label information. 

--Two collect information on condemned and inedible 
meat products. 

--Two collect information on imported meat products. 

--Two relate to records retention and records main- 
tenance. 

The meat inspection requirement was classified as record- 
keeping. This was permitted under OMB's guidelines because 
QMB defined "recordkeeping requirement" as an item usually 
contained in an agency's regulations or manuals. While all 
24 reporting requirements were in FSQS’ regulations: 

--Ten required the filing of reports. 

--Nine required the submission of applications. 

--Four required the keeping of records. 

--One required the preparation of certificates. 

In light of OMB’s policy, we asked OMB’s and FSQS’ 
clearance offices on what basis had the 24 requirements been 
consol idated, The reasons provided by both QMB and FSQS con- 
flicted with OMB’s consolidation policy. 



FSQS' clearance officer said that the 24 requirements 
had two things in common. First, they all collect information 
on compliance with FSQS' meat inspection regulations. Second, 
none involve headquarters designed or approved forms. 
According to FSQS' clearance officer, if any of the require- 
ments had a prescribed FSQS headquarters form, then FSQS 
would have it cleared separately. The clearance officer also 
stated that the consolidation had been accepted by OMB for 
many years. 

Since OMB had approved the consolidation, we asked OEIB 
to justify its action. OMB could not. The OMB reviewer 
responsible for reviewing Department of Agriculture reporting 
requirements believed the consolidation was warranted because 
all 24 requirements related to FSQS' meat inspection program. 

FSQS should reorganize its meat inspection requirement 
into requirements based on program information needs. For 
example, FSQS could establish separate requirements related 
to inspection, labeling, or transportation. By organizing the 
24 requirements by program, 014B and others could better assess 
the time and cost to businesses in giving FSQS various types 
of information. 

BURDEN ESTIMATE IS MEANINGLESS 

FSQS' burden estimate for the meat inspection reporting 
requirement is meaningless. In addition, it does not account 
for hundreds of bootleg forms in use. 

FSQS based its estimate on the results of a 1977 FSQS 
task force study designed to develop more realistic burden 
estimates. The task force's estimate was based on the col- 
lective judgment of its members. The task force never docu- 
mented the basis used to develop the estimate. The 
Department clearance officer did not verify the accuracy or 
reasonableness of the estimate but certified it to OMB as 
reasonable. 

The estimate appears unreliable and meaningless, ac- 
cording to the results of our visits to six meat-processing 
plants. We assessed the reasonableness of the estimate by 
reviewing company records, observing how employees gathered 
and compiled data, and recording the time spent completing 
reports. We documented the burden of the four reports, which 
FSQS believed accounted for nearly 100 percent of the burden. 
These reports included the: 

--Report on the origin of products and articles entering 
official establishments. 
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--Certification that cattle or sheep had not been 
exposed to biological, residues for 14 days before 
slaughter q 

---Furnishing of information on procedures involved in 
preparing products. 

--Yearly report on obsolete labels. 

Report on product origin -- -----w---w-- ---- -- 

Under the product origin requirement, plant officials 
must inform FSQS inspectors of every item entering the 
facility. FSQS estimated that plants spend 338,000 hours 
annually completing the report. The estimate is based on 
the belief that each of the 6,500 plants affected takes, on 
average, 52 hours a year to respond. At the six plants 
visited, we found that a range of reporting time existed 
because FSQS inspectors required the reporting to be done 
in various ways, including 

--completing forms, 

--telephoning, 

--providing copies of bills of lading, and 

--storing incoming material in specified plant areas. 

There are no OMB-approved forms for the report on prod- 
uct origin. We found cases, however, when FSQS inspectors 
had required plants to report daily using locally developed 
forms. Plants took from 22 to 130 hours a year to fill out 
forms. This method of reporting was common among surveyed 
forms. It was burdensome because it required plants to 
assemble and store information which duplicated other com- 
pany records e 

Plants providing information daily by telephone to 
inspectors or providing copies of bills of lading were 
spending up to 44 hours a year responding. Firms required 
to merely store incoming materials in specified plant areas 
were the least burdened. In fact, company officials at plants 
operating under this method estimated there was no burden. 

Because of the small number of plants in our test group, 
we cannot project the extent to which the variations occured 
among the 6,500 plants. FSQS should identify the minimum 
information needs of its inspectors, the least burdensome 
method of satisfying the needs, and standardize its informa- 
tion collection efforts on that basis. 
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Biuloqical. residue certificates .,----- .---~ ,- -_""- 

FSQS estimated that each of the 100,000 respondents 
spend t on the average, 30 minutes a year preparing biological 
residue certificates , or a total of 50,000 hours annually. 

Under the reporting requirement, a business selling cows 
or sheep to slaughtering packers must prepare a certificate 
stating that the animals have not been exposed for 14 days 
before slaughter to a biological residue called diethylstilm- 
bustrol {DES}. 

From plant officials and FSQS inspectors, we were able 
to document the burden involved in preparing a single certi-, 
ficate. Inspectors and plant officials said this burden was 
nominal. s 

The certificate is not a standard form. Instead, it is 
fashioned by the seller and may vary from a slip of scrap 
paper to a printed form. Regardless of the certificate's 
design, certain information must be contained, including: 

--The number and kinds of animals covered. 

--.A statement that the person making the certificate 
has had custody of the animals for at least 14 days 
before the sale or has a certificate showing that 
animals have not been fed DES within 14 days 
before purchase. 

--Whether the animals were fed DES. 

---The date the seller stopped feeding DES. 

--,A statement that the regulations under the Federal 
Food, Drug, and Cosmetic Act were followed when 
feeding DES. 

Plant officials and FSQS inspectors advised usI however, 
that FSQS' estimate that only 100,000 businesses had been af-- 
fected might be inaccurate. Plant officials and FSQS inspec- 
tors said certificates were prepared by anyone who came in 
contact with the animals, including farmers, feedlot managers, 
selling and buying agents,. truckdrivers, and slaughter plant 
personnel. According to the Bureau of the Census' Census 
of Agriculture, the potential. number of farmers and feedlot 
managers alone affected could be 326,000. 

Obsolete label and product pr$J>aration -- "~1 reports ~, 

The burden estimates for: the obsolete label and the pro- 
duct preparation reports are meaningless. FSQS estimates 
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that businesses annually spend 6,500 hours and 12,000 hours, 
respectively, completing these reports. The obsolete label 
requirement directs each plant to pravide a list of approved 
labels no longer in use. Under the product preparation re- 
quirement, plants must provide information to FSQS inspectors 
on the methods used in preparing products, such as the pick- 
ling process and the cooking times used in preparing hams 
and bacon. 

Plant officials said the burden was nominal. They 
pointed out that if the two reports were eliminated, their 
plants would continue preparing the information because 
plant personnel needed it. In short, the Federal burden 
associated with the report entailed pushing the copier 
button one more time, 

NOT ALL COLLECTED INFORMATION BEING USED -------_-___- ___.___.________________I-.- -- 

FSQS is not using the information it collects on DES 
certificates. In addition, resource constraints hamper the 
effective use of obsolete label reports. As a result af our 
findings, FSQS has begun an extensive practical utility re- 
view to identify reporting requirements which can be modified 
or eliminated. 

Value of DES certificate is auestionable -----_-I____________ ------I------ -- 

The overall value of the DES certificate appears gues- 
tionable. The evidence compiled so far shows that actual 
use has been negligible. In light of the FDA ban on DES, 
the Department agreed to eliminate the requirement. 

Eefore any cattle or sheep may be slaughtered at a 
federally inspected establishment, either they must have 
been certified by the seller as having not been fed DES 
14 days before sale or they must have been held and fed a 
DES-free diet for 14 days by the slaughterer. The DES 
certificate was developed by the Department in conjunction 
with the cattle industry to reduce the high cost of holding 
and feeding animals. 

The Department and a major cattle growers association 
believe the certificate is useful because: 

--It can aid in monitoring DES violations. 

--It can aid in tracing DES violators. 

--It can serve as a sanction against sellers who 
knowingly sell cattle which are in violation of 
the regulations. 
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--It serves as an educational reminder and increases 
producer awareness that DES is a controlled substance. 

To ascertain the value of DES certificates, we contacted 
users, who included FSQS headquarters and inspection personnel 
and officials of the Food and Drug Administration (FDA). The 
users, while aware of the potential usefulness of certifi- 
cates, questioned the value in collecting them because the 
effect of certificates as control devices was unknown. 

On June 29, 1979, FDA announced a ban on the manu- 
facture and use of DES. FSQS r 
eliminate the certificate. 

in light of the ban, plans to 
The acting director for the FSQS 

residue-monitoring program estimated that to eliminate the 
requirement could take up to 8 months because of the Depart- 
ment's lengthy administrative process. In the interim, 
businesses will have to continue completing certificates 
even though FSQS believes there is no need for the informa- 
tion. 

Monitoring violations --. -l_-_l-"l.._-l_ 

FSQS inspection personnel said they did not need the 
certificates to monitor DES violations. They said DES 
violations were monitored visually by inspectors and through 
the Department's residue sampling program. The program, done 
on a random basis, is used to monitor the levels of residues 
in animals, including DES. At one plant, FSQS inspectors 
were collecting certificates and tossing them away. At 
another plant, FSQS inspectors received the certificates 
after the animals had been slaughtered. 

Tracing violators ._-l-l__ 

FSQS inspection personnel also guestioned the value of 
DES certificates in tracing violators. They pointed out that 
positive identification of violators based on the certificate 
was difficult because a single certificate might represent 
animals purchased from a number of sellers. Because a 
certificate indicates only the total number of cattle in- 
volved, the identity of individual sellers is lost. 

Inspection personnel stated that if certificates were no 
longer collected. 
other records, 

violators could still be traced through 
such as bills of lading. According to the 

acting director for the FSQS residue monitoring program, the 
Department has been able to identify violators in the case 
of non--DES biological residue violations about 80 percent 
of the time from plant records. To date there has been 
only one documented case in which FDA--the agency responsible 
for investigating DES violations-- attempted to use a DES 
certificate to identify a violator. 
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Prosecuting violators .-- --_.--- _--.- * ..-__ _._- ..-.. ---.--_. 

The value of DES certificates as the basis for legal 
action against sellers appears suspect. Since 1976 the 
Department has referred at least 47 alleged DES violations 
to FDA for investigation. FDA has disposed of only 11 of 
the cases. On the basis of FDA information an the 11 cases, 
FDA officials believe the Department could have prosecuted 
the violator in only 1 instance; however, it did not. 
During the same period, according to Department estimates, 
businesses spent 150,000 hours completing over 3 million 
certificates. If Department estimates were accurate, it 
could have cost businesses as much as $2.2 million--about 
$750,000 annually. I,/ 

Educational value - 

The belief that DES certificates are educational is 
questionable. FSQS officials believe that the certificate 
program has educated at least 15 percent of the Nation's 
cattle producers. They concede, however, that they have 
no evidence to support their claim. 

Duplication hampers use --------- .-- ~-. 
of obsolete label data _- --.-.._ ----.--~~--- 

Under FSQS' obsolete label regulations, plants must 
provide an annual list of all approved labels no longer 
in use. The list is needed to maintain FSQS' composite 
index of all meat and poultry labels in use. 

FSQS said that the label reports could not be used 
on a timely basis, however, because FSQS lacked staff to 
maintain and update its index, As a result, about 98,000 
of the 500,000 labels on the index listed as active at the 
time of our review were obsolete. FSQS reviewers, in the 
meantime, were being asked to rely on the index in making 
daily decisions on whether to approve the 1,500 to 1,800 
label applications received weekly. 

Part of the obsolete label report backlog represented 
duplicate reports sent in by FSQS inspectors. In addition 
to plants reporting, FSQS inspectors were also reporting on 
obsolete labels as required by the Meat and Poultry Inspec- 
tion Manual, FSQS officials agreed that while the two 

l/We computed our cost estimates by multiplying estimated 
hours by $15. The Commission on Federal Paperwork devel- 
oped the $15 cost through discussions with individual 
companies, the Business Advisory Council on Federal 
Reports, trade associations, and agency officials. 
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requirements were duplicate, no duplicate reporting occur- 
red because companies and inspectors were supposed to work 
togither to prepare a single report. Discussions with plant 
officials and FSQS inspectors disclosed that although CO-. 
ordination occurred, both groups were submitting reports. 

While obsolete label information is needed, duplicate 
information is unnecessary. FSQS needs to conform its 
label. regulations and inspectors manual to eliminate the 
unnecessary paperwork and reduce the backlog caused by 
duplicate reporting. 

MEAT-LABELING PROGRAM -w-----P--- 
CREATES DUPLICATION _----__- 
AND RED TAPE---- -~----- 

FSQS ' label approval program bogs businesses down in 
duplicate reporting and red tape. Before a label may be 
used for any meat product it must be approved by the Depart- 
ment. A label. is the wrapper, package, or container used 
in shipping or selling meat products. To obtain approval 
companies must submit a complete MP480 (Application for 
Approval of Labels, Marking, or Device) and four finished 
labels. A company producing a product such as canned hams 
in a variety of sizes must submit a label application for 
each size. If the ham is to be sold in 5 different sizes, 
the company must submit 5 different applications and 
20 labels, even though the only changes involved are the 
net weight statement and the size of the label. A company 
must also submit label applications for each plant producing 
the hams. As a result, a company making 5 sizes of canned 
hams at 5 plants must submit 25 separate applications and 
100 labels. 

Using the Department's estimated burden of 15 minutes 
per application and the Commission on Federal Paperwork's 
hourly cost estimate of $15 an hour, a company spends $94 
in completing the 25 applications. If the company had to 
submit only a single application and provide enough finished 
labels to meet FSQS' minimum needs, this would save $90. 
Some companies are already benefiting from this method, since 
some FSQS 1.abel reviewers have already recognized the duplica-m" 
tion as unnecessary. Adoption of this method by all reviewers 
could result in a substantial cost savings to businesses and 
time savings to FSQS. 

FSQS time savings could help shorten the time taken to 
process label applications. Currently, 2 to 3 weeks a.re 
needed. To get quicker turn around, companies are contracts,'-, 
ing with commercial label expediting firms to personally work 
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the campanies' labels through the FSQS approval network. 
Such firms charge between $8 and $15 an application. For 
a company required to submit 25 applications, this would 
be an additional paperwork cost of $200 to $375. 

An FSQS official agreed that using expediting services 
resulted in quicker label approvals. He estimated that 60 
percent of all companies now used expediting services. This 
practice lengthened the review time for companies which did 
not use such services. Often their applications were pre- 
empted by applications brought in by expediters. FSQS is 
considering reviewing labels on a first-come-first-served 
basis. 

CONCLUSIONS - -- 

The FSQS burden estimate is a meaningless indicator 
of the burden of the meat inspection reporting requirement. 
The total burden cannot be determined from information avail- 
able from FSQS because it did not develop an accurate and 
reliable estimate. 

The estimate obscures the total number of responses 
required and the time spent by businesses in completing the 
reporting requirements. Although FSQS' estimate is large-- 
407,500 hours-- businesses did not feel unduly burdened or 
imposed upon. In fact, companies had difficulty in relating 
to FSQS' estimate because much of the information supplied 
was needed in their day-to-day activities. 

Also FSQS is collecting information it did not or could 
not use. It is developing its own forms and reports without 
seeking the Department's or OMB's permission. The use of 
such forms could be greatly increasing the actual burden on 
businesses. The use of unapproved forms mirrors the ineffec- 
tive FSQS and Department paperwork management programs. 
Ineffective programs prevent the monitoring and controlling 
of burden, duplication, and practical utility associated 
with the information collected. 

RECOMMENDATIONS TO AGRICULTURE - --________-- 

We recommend that the Secretary direct the Department's 
clearance officer to: 

' --Approve only FSQS requests for clearance in which 
the method used to prepare the estimates is fully 
documented, ranges of respondent burden are shown, 
and OMB's consolidation guidelines are correctly 
followed. 
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--Verify FSQS burden estimates either thraugh histori- 
cal data or contacting a sample of respondents before 
renewing reporting requirements. 

--Repackage the meat inspection requirement into require- 
ments based on functional areas, such as labeling, 
inspection, or transportation. 

--Oversee FSQS ’ evaluation of the 1,100 locally devel- 
oped forms and reports to insure that FSQS' evaluation 
is thorough and complete, that those forms and reports 
which should be approved are submitted for clearance, 
and that those forms and reports which are not needed 
are speedily eliminated. 

Also we recommend that the Secretary direct the Adminis- 
trator of FSQS to reduce the paperwork costs imposed on busi- 
nesses by: 

--Requiring them to submit only a single application 
with the proper number of finished labels for each 
product. 

--Reviewing label applications on a first-come- 
first-served basis. 

We further recommend that the Secretary direct the 
Administrator to: 

--Assess the practical utility of the FSQS label index. 

--Minimize conflicting reporting requirements in FSQS' 
labeling regulations and inspectors manual which cause 
duplication and red tape. 

AGENCY COMMENTS AND OUR EVALUATION 

Department of Agriculture - - 

The Department said it was requiring FSQS to fully 
document its burden estimates and burden reduction claims. 
(See app. 111.) The Department said it would verify any 
FSQS requirements which are suspect. Further, the Depart- 
ment said the Department clearance officer has been co- 
ordinating with FSQS in FSQS' review of the 1,100 locally 
developed forms. 
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In commenting on the 1,100 local forms, the Department 
:;aid it appears that most of the forms are either associated 
with existing approved reporting requirements or are not 
public-use reports. The Department believes that the number 
of reporting requirements imposed on the public besides 
what has been approved is minimal. 

The Department's statements about the 1,100 local forms 
are somewhat misleading. First, although all of the 1,100 
forms do relate in some way to the Department's meat inspec- I 
tion program, none of the forms themselves has been approved 
because the Department was not aware that they existed until 
GAO brought the problem of bootleg forms to its attention. 
Second , the forms in question seem to be related to reporting 
requirements intended to be levied on FSQS inspectors--not on 
the meat industry. At plants we visited, we were advised by 
FSQS inspectors that companies were being required to complete 
jnspection reports which should have been completed by FSQS 
inspectors. Because such requirements are viewed as Internal. 
reporting by the Department, they had not been submitted to 
OMI: for review and approval. 

The Department said that it is examining the label 
approval and meat inspection standards development functions. 
Some of the areas under review are the ones highlighted in 
this report. As part of this review, the FSQS meat inspec- 
tion manual will be amended to eliminate duplicate reporting. 
Also, action will be taken to improve the use made of label 
reports l Further, the Department said it plans to publish 
in the Federal Register for public comment proposed operating 
procedures for processing label applications. The Department 
believes this effort will result in improving the operation 
of the label approval system and result in a procedure that 
will. be more equitable to businesses. 

Office of Management and Budget .---.-_-_._I-_- __ 

OMB said it was concerned over the finding of 1,100 
potential Federal Reports Act violations and promised to 
take action to correct any verified violations. To insure 
prompt corrective action, OMB stated that it had required 
E'SQS to submit all appropriate materials for Federal Reports 
&et review by December 31, 1979. (See app. IV.) 
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CHAPTER 4 -..- 

THE PACKERS ANNUAL REPORT HAS UNRELIABLE BURDEN -I_ -...---.-.. .--_--- --111-1 c-I-1-.^ 

ESTIMATE AND USEFUL BUT DUPLICATE INFORMATION 

Because of complaints from businesses and trade associa- 
tions that the annual report is more burdensome than P&S 
has estimated, we included it in our review. Our analysis 
provides further evidence of weaknesses in the Department's 
paperwork management. The burden estimate is neither reason- 
able nor reliable. While the collected information is used 
for the purposes intended, businesses are providing informa- 
tion which duplicates or is similar to information supplied 
to other Federal agencies and State governments. 

P&S is required by law to (1) prevent monopolies and 
promote competition in the meat industry (2) monitor the 
solvency of firms engaged in slaughtering and packing. To 
carry out its responsibilities, P&S collects information 
on the livestock purchase, slaughter, and merger activities 
of businesses purchasing $500,000 or more of livestock a 
year. P&S estimates that companies spend 4,400 hours yearly 
completing the annual report. 

ESTIMATE IS UNDERSTATER ----. 

In administering the Packers and Stockyards Act of 
1921, P&S must insure that the meat industry remains competi- 
tive, P&S uses the annual report to monitor business prac- 
tices which inhibit competition and the financial stability 
of slaughtering packers. 

P&S assessment of the burden .-------- - -- --~_____ 

P&S, on its 1977 request for reapproval for its annual 
report, estimated, partly on the basis of fact and partly 
on staff judgment, that businesses would spend 4,400 hours 
annually doing the report. P&S based its estimate on the 
belief that an average respondent would need about 4 hours 
to do the report and that 1,100 companies were affected by 
the act. P&S identified the universe of respondents on the 
basis of historical records --the number of reports filed in 
previous years. The 4-hour estimate was based on P&S staff 
judgment. 

P&S never documented the basis used to develop the 
estimate nor did it attempt to verify the estimate's 
reasonableness. P&S was not aware that OMB and Department 
regulations required that estimates be supported. P&S was 
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relying on the Department's clearance officer to verify 
P&S figures. The Department's clearance officer, however, 
accepted and certified P&S' estimate as reasonable. 

In December 1978 P&S deleted some questions from the 
annual report and added others. The net effect was a sup- 
posed 1,700-hour reduction in burden. The basis for the new 
estimate was the same basis used before. 

GAO's assessment of the burden 

According to our analysis of the burden imposed by the 
annual report on 16 meatpackers, we believe P&S's estimate 
is understated. Thirteen of the packers contacted took 
longer than 4 hours to complete the report. A packer's 
burden, we found, was related to the complexity and size of 
its operation. Single-plant packers contacted took an 
average of 7 hours to respond and multiplant packers aver- 
raged 144 hours. If what we found holds true for other 
packers, then packers probably spent over 12,000 hours at a 
cost of some $184,000 to complete their 1978 annual reports. 

We assessed the reasonableness of P&S' estimate by re- 
viewing company records, observing how employees gathered 
and compiled data, and reconstructing the time five companies 
spent in completing their 1978 annual reports. To cover the 
different sizes and types of companies, we surveyed, by tele- 
phone, 11 more companies. (Additional information on the 
scope of our review is included in ch. 5.) The following 
chart presents the cost and time information for the seven 
single-plant and nine multiplant packers contacted. 
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Number of packers 

Sinqle-plant Multiplant 
packers 

7 

packers 

9 

Total hours spent in 
completing 1978 annual 
repOrt 47 1,300 

E?ours of average burden 7 144 

Cost to respond at $15 hour $105 $2,160 

Cost for nonfirm accountants 
to review $ 32 0 

Estimated cost to respond $137 $2,160 

The time spent completing the report ranged from 2 hours 
to 380 hours. Seven packers spent 10 hours or less. The 
other nine spent from 16 to 380 hours. The following table 
shows the range of times spent by all 16 packers. 

Time spent to complete Number of packers 
1978 annual report responding 

Less than 4 hours 1 

4 hours (note a) 2 

5 to 10 hours 4 

11. to 99 hours 5 

100 to 199 hours 1 

200 to 299 hours 1 

300 hours or more 2 

a/ P&S' estimate of average burden. -_ 

The unevenness in burden was due to variations in the 
size and complexity of respondent operations. Multiplant 
operations generally took more time than single-plant opera- 
tions. Also packers that slaughtered more than one species 
of animal generally took longer than packers slaughtering a 
single species, In the case of multiplant and multispecies 
kill operations, it took at least 4 hours just to fill out 
the report after the necessary records and information had 
been gathered. 
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The availability of an automated accounting system did 
not lessen the burden. Because of the nature of the informa- 
tion required, all 16 companies had to compile the informa- 
tion manually, even though some had automated systems. In 
most cases, the information as required by P&S was not read- 
ily available from the companies' files. 

SLAUGHTERING PACKERS FACE DUPLICATE REPORTING -._----. -- -------- 

During our visits to packers, we identified six other 
Federal and two State reporting requirements which required 
them to provide information similar to that provided on 
their annual reports. Four Federal requirements were 
in use at the Department of Agriculture: they were the: 

--Application for Federal Meat, Poultry, or Import 
Inspection (MP-401) and its updates. 

--Ante Mortem and Post Mortem Inspection Summary 
(HP-403) 

--Processing operations at official establishments 
(ML'-404) 

--Weekly Livestock Slaughter Report (IS-149) 

Of these, the Weekly Livestock Slaughter Report and the 
Ante ?Jortem and Post Mortem Inspection Summary were not in- 
cluded in the Department's inventory of approved public-use 
forms. The other two were the Bureau of the Census' Census 
of Manufacturers for Slaughtering and Meatpacking Plants 
(MC-2OA) and Census of Manufacturers for Meat Processing 
Plants (MC-20B). 

The two State forms were Indiana's Application for 
Livestock Dealers License and Illinois' Annual Report of 
Slaughter Livestock Buyers. Both were required under State 
statutes. 

The agencies were requesting similar information, al- 
though there were differences in defining terms, reporting 
periods, and companies required to report, Thus a large 
amount of similar information was being collected which 
often was not comparable and which increased businesses' 
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paperwork costs. For example, three of the Federal and 
both State requirements required companies to supply finan- 
cial information. The information was collected for dif- 
ferent reporting periods and in different formats. Federal 
and State officials claimed that because of these differences, 
using another agency's data would be difficult. 

A lack of interagency coordination has also caused dup- 
lication. The lack of coordination has occurred because 
agencies collecting packer information did not know that the 
information was readily available elsewhere. For example, 
P&S justified its need to collect livestock slaughter informa- 
tion on the basis that no one else maintained the data. P&S 
did not know that the Department's Agricultural Marketing 
Service; Animal and Plant Health Inspection Service; 
Economics, Statistics, and Cooperatives Service and the 
Bureau of the Census also collected livestock slaughter in-. 
formation. Officials of the Economics, Statistics, and 
Cooperatives Service said they could give P&S slaughter in- 
formation on a daily, weekly, or yearly basis from their 
data bank. 

Coordination has reduced the amount of reporting mLeat- 
packers must do. Illinois, for example has reached an agree- 
ment with the Department on sharing meatpacker data. 
Agreements have also been negotiated with other States. 
These agreements appear to be a step toward minimizing burden. 

Department and Bureau of the Census officials believed 
that some duplicate and overlapping Federal reporting could 
be eliminated if their agencies shared data. For example, 
packers must report on slaughter activities on a daily, 
weekly, and annual basis. The officials said that before 
sharing could begin, however, an overall study of the feasi- 
bility, costs, and benefits to be achieved was needed but 
that because such a study would be costly and time consuming 
they did not plan to make one. They believed letting busi- 
nesses continue supplying duplicate information to the De- 
partment and the Bureau might be cheaper in the long run. 

Businesses disagreed. Officials at companies visited 
said that, in most instances, the basic information needed 
to respond to financial reports, for example, was readily 
available in their files. But, because of differing re- 
porting periods and format requirements, their employees 
spend a great deal of time reworking company data. Company 
officials said that once the information had been reworked, 
the burden to complete the form or report was nominal. The 
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,:“I I_ 1 ‘7’~ i.1 6;’ I’ i # t.11 e4’ sa id r could be reduced if the Government devel- 
cjiJC::ij <i standard financial statement to be used by a11 
~~.~,ji-:I\c,: li i:y eallecting financial. data or accepted a company's 
~dCC~~~~i~ii 1':inancial. statements, 

cI:~I\y::Ll..~!; IC)NS _ ” ,.... -“.. 

~hc: T:)epartment of agriculture has permitted short- 
:.:criri i 7 ",I z-r ;dssociated with its Annual Report of Packers to go 
I!rk<.lc~~i.c!!: Led and uncorrected . The Department has not adc- 
? :i I. I I I 1 i' :1 j' eva.!.uated the amount of burden or the necessity for 
i P.. t.o ~:r..~r~tinue collecting duplicate and overlapping meat- 
~-~i-c.:kc~~~ I n:for:mation. 

'i.'I~e Packers and Stockyards program is responsible for 
J-~YL'V~II~ 4.ng monopolies and promoting competition in the meat 
i. 1 11: :i il x t II" ' ' I) 1-t is also ultimately responsible for investi- 
:ja.I. inrj 'i~nd initiating cases of criminal. prosecution involvi.ng 
:~ii'i .i i..i"!.ie;i.: violations. Because of its responsibilities and 
;~c"~:~I.Y:.;E it has a vested interest in insuring that it is aware 
/ > i. ,a 1 .i slaughtering packer information collected by the 
I;Clv(:.J: xiI~ilE:?nt F R&S is the logical point for coordinating Govern-' 
F".t".:i; 1. ef forts to collect information from slaughtering packers. 

Aqriculture's clearance office must be more acti.ve in 
j:le::rti fying and eliminating unnecessary duplication and re- 
I-ii.>ii:'t irig burden . The Department needs to index users of 
sla~~g!:te:ri.ny packer information and the uses to which the 
.r.nformation is put. This index would help eliminate unneces- 
sary duplicate and overlapping reporting. 

Once the index is made, the Department should develop 
I:::,!: tile Federal Government, in coordination with users, a 
c: Ol~lILkC? I'! core of the most frequently requested slaughtering 
pa&e?- information. This core data could be used to reduce 
~:IIE? number of requests for information, eliminate duplicate 
Il'equrL1sts r and promote coordination among those who need in- 
f orrsat, ion about the meat industry. 

In addition, the Department should be designated a focal 
a'qenc,:y fo ^ r coordinating the collection of slaughtering pack- 
trl: i~i~~fXldti0~. Under the Federal Reports Act, OMB is 
authorized to designate agencies to serve as focal points for 
I~vw::;cc.:.~ rig Federal. information collection activities within 
part..ic:u.i.riu: areas i such as the meat industry. As a focal. 
2.4 9 i.! n c y r the Department would be responsible for minimizing 
f he burden on slaughtering packers, while giving Government 
Y"j ki II C! i es the information they need. 
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RECOMMENDATIONS TO AGRICULTURE x-... - -._. -- _".", ._- -- _-,l,B_-""",-- 

We recommend that the Secretary: 

--Direct the Department's agencies which use or collect 
information from slaughtering packers to coordinate 
their needs through P&S. 

--Require the Department's clearance office to (1) 
identify and eliminate unnecessary duplication among 
the Department's forms and reports used to collect 
information from slaughtering packers, (2) identify 
users of slaughtering packer information and the uses 
to which they -put the information, and (3) develop for 
the Federal Government, in coordination with users, a 
common core of slaughtering packer information. 

RECOMMENDATION TO OMB , .--- .----m-.- 

We recommend that the Director of OME designate the 
Department the focal agency responsible for overseeing the 
Government's collection of slaughtering packer information. 

AGENCY COMMENTS AND OUR EVALUATION --_--_. I.-- - _.__-_-_.. I-~ - 

Il_e_plartment of Agrrculture - .---..-.-- -.-- 

The Department said it was concerned with eliminating 
duplicate reporting requirements impo,sed on slaughtering 
packers. (See app. III.) As a resul~t, it has scheduled a 
review of the regulations and reporting requirements falling 
under the jurisdiction of the Packers and Stockyards Act. 
Our recommendations, as well as those received from the public, 
will be used to (1) revise the reporting and recordkeeping 
requirements imposed, and (2) aid P&S in identifying reporting 
requirements which can be eliminated because they are over- 
burdensome, or have low utility, or duplicate other Federal 
reporting and recordkeeping requirements. 

The Department said the Weekly Slaughter Report (LS-149) 
identified as duplicative of Agricultural Marketing Service 
and FSQS reports, is in fact completed by FSQS inspectors 
in triplicate I Completed forms are distributed to the 
Economics, Statistics, and Cooperatives Service; Agricultural 
Marketing Service; and FSQS. 

We agree with the Department that inspectors should be 
completing the Weekly Slaughter Report. We found, however, 
that this was not always done. For example, at plants we 
visited in Circuit 10 the practice followed by FSQS inspectors 



was ,tco have employees complete the forms. The inspector- 
in--charge for Circuit 10 said that this represented the 
general practice throughout his circuit. 

The Department said duplication with the Census of 
Manufacturers has always been a problem. The Department 
said it collects its information on a voluntary basis, 
while the Census reporting is mandatory. We disagree with 
the Department since a large number of its requirements are 
~TlCiWdCitOKy. The meat inspection requirement, for example, 
requires companies to submit applications, file reports, 
and keep records. Further, companies are required by law 
to file the Annual Report of Packers. 

The Department also said that Census cannot provide 
individual company information because of confidentiality 
stat~ltes prohibiting this action. The Department stated 
that legislation eliminating the restrictions would have 
to be passed before data sharing could begin. 

If the Department believes that legislative action is 
needed to promote data sharing between it and the Eureau of 
the Census, then we believe the Department should work with 
the Bureau of the Census and OMB to develop a legislative 
proposal for this purpose. 

The Department believed the duplication was justified, 
in part, because the Department and the Census collect the 
information at differing times. We do not agree with the 
Department that continued duplicate reporting is justified. 
First, instead of obtaining information from the Census the 
Department could provide information to it. P&S and the 
Census for example, collect organization, financial and 
production information from slaughtering packers. P&S 
collects its information on a yearly basis. The Census 
collects its information once every 5 years. P&S publishes 
its statistical information annually; the Census about once 
every 7 years. The Census statistics appear to have little 
value to slaughtering packers, whom it was apparently meant 
to benefit. During our field work, we found no slaughtering 
packer who used the Census statistics in any way, even though 
they had to supply the information. In addition, the Bureau 
of the Census could not identify a single user to whom it 
supplied its information. 

The information collected by the P&S on the annual 
report appears to be more comprehensive, useful, and timely. 
The annual report provides information for about 90 percent 
of all cattle, calves, and hogs slaughtered and about 100 
percent of all sheep and lambs slaughtered in the United 
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states, The information is aggregated and published 
annually in P&S’ statistical issue of the Packers and 
Stockyards Resume. The P&S distributes the resume% over .-_- 
2,000 requestors includinq veterinarians, colleges, slaugh- 
ter ing pat ker s , and trade-associations. We believe, there- 
fore, that the Department’s contention that it would be 
unable to provide the Census with overall meat industry 
information is unjustified. 

Office of Manaqement and Budqet --- 

OMB said it has directed the Department to undertake 
a comprehensive review of all P&S imposed reporting and 
recordkeeping requirements. (See app. IV.) OMB also said 
that P&S has agreed to review all its regulations and 
related reporting and recordkeeping requirements. OMB 
believes that, through the reviewl the issues we raised 
regarding redundancy, burden measurement, utility, and 
focal agency designation of P&S will be addressed. 



CHAPTER 5 -~-- 

SCOPE OF REVIEW -- 

We reviewed the utility of the information collected 
and the burden imposed by the Department of Agriculture’s 
Regulation8 Governing Meat Inspection and its Annual Report 
of Packers,, Our objective was to determine if Department 
burden estimates were reliable and reasonable; if the 
information collected was used, and if duplication in 
reporting existed * Our audit was done at the Department's 
headquarters , where we reviewed the records of the Food 
Safety and Quality Service and Packers and Stockyards 
program and talked with agency officials. We reviewed the 
agencies' reporting requirements cleared as part of the 
Recyulations Governing Meat Inspection and the Packers and 
Stockyards Annual Report. 

We also reviewed a sample of Department clearance 
packages to determine the methods most frequently used for 
preparing burden estimates. The sampled requirements were 
part of a three department random sample drawn during our 
review of the adequacy of the executive branch clearance 
process * 

In addition, we visited plants to talk with Department 
of Agriculture meat inspection personnel and company repre- 
sentatives, review records, and observe how inspection per- 
sonnel used the information collected. We a3,so obtained 
the inspectors’ estimates of the burden. Interviews were 
based on a standard interview guide, which insured the com- 
parabilit:y of the information supplied. It addressed 

--how the inspectors obtained the information, 

--what would happen if inspectors stopped receiving 
it I and 

--the estimated time spent by the plants in 
reporting. 

We also interviewed company officials to ascertain the 
time spent and the costs incurred in reporting. We selected 
firms which were representative of the various sizes and 
types of slaughtering packers. For example, we included 
single-plant and multiplant firms and single-species and 
multispecies plants. 

We reviewed company records! talked with corporate 
officials, and observed how employees gathered and compiled 
the data and recorded the time spent in reporting. 
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We interviewed employees and company officials to 
ascertain the reasonableness of the Department's burden 
estimates and the usefulness of the information collected 
to the firms. These interviews were also based on a standard 
interview guide, which addressed 

--how the plant and/or company provided the 
information; 

--the estimated time spent in reporting; 

--the use made of information collected; and 

--the extent to which similar or duplicate 
information was being supplied to Federal, State, 
or local governments. 

We also interviewed company representatives regarding 
the burden and utility of the Department's Annual Report of 
Packers. To cover the various sizes and types of companies 
responding, we surveyed, by telephone, 11 more companies to 
obtain their estimates of burden. A structured interview 
guide was used to insure maximum uniformity of information 
collected. The companies telephoned included large, medium, 
and small single-plant and multiplant companies. To help us 
select companies to contact, officials of the Packers and 
Stockyards program prepared a list of companies which fell 
into each category. 



APPENDIX I APPENDIX I 

REGULATIONS ESTABLISHING REPORTING REQUIREMENTS 

WHICB HAVE NOT BEEN SUBMITTED FOR CLEARANCE 

Ante-Mortem Inspection 

Operators of official establishments must request and obtain 
permission from Federal, State, or local livestock sanitary 
official with jurisdiction over movement of livestock to 
release animals recovered from certain named diseases for 
purposes other than slaughter. (9 CFR 309.2(j)) 

Operators must obtain permission from Veterinary Services 
unit of Animal and Plant Health Inspection Service for 
release of livestock exposed to any infectious or con- 
tagious disease while held during ante-mortem inspection, 
before release for slaughter. (9 CFR 309.2(k)) 

Operators of official establishments or animalowners must 
seek permission from local, State, or Federal sanitary of- 
ficial before removing an animal identified as a "U.S. 
Suspect" for a purpose other than slaughter. (9 CFR 
309.2(p)) 

Establishments must notify inspector in charge when the 
necessity for an emergency slaughter exists. (9 CFR 309.12) 

Alternative certification is required for livestock suspected 
of having biological residues. Market agencies or dealers 
providing sheep or cattle to official establishments must 
furnish certificate to the establishments relating to whether 
animals were given DES during custody, if the agencies or 
dealer had custody for less than 14 days before delivery 
of animals. (9 CFR 309.16(b)(2)) 

Copy of certificate relating to biological residues described 
above in S 309.16(b)(2) must be "maintained by the agency or 
dealer in his place of business for not less than 1 year 
after he issues his certificate * * *." (9 CFR 308.5 (b)) 
Results Of laboratory analyses on DES residues required 
to be furnished to program employee for carcasses retained 
in lieu Of holding livestock for testing. (9 CFR 309.16(c)) 

Labeling, Marking Devices, and Containers 

Request for approval by inspector in charge of modification 
of approved labels under specified circumstances. (9 CFR 
317.5) 



APPENDIX II 

REPTSRTING REQUIREMENTS IN THE - .",""lllml*-llfl* -.m.w-s..F.I--c_c c------ 

REGULATIQNS GOVERNING MEAT INSPECTION *"wm#.-",-- -c-_---_-_-c--c--------- 

Estimated burden imposed 
Recordkeening requirement annually (hours) lnote a) -v- I_--- -..".Lc"~IIIII. ,*#,* .,-,, . ..a...,,,.-. l,,ll,llmll W-P- 

Custom slaughterers must keep Not estimated 
records showing numbers and kinds of 
livestock slaughtered, quantities and 
e ype s of products prepared, and names 
and addresses of owners of livestock 
and products (9 CFH 303,1(b)(3)) 

Operators of exempted retail stores Not estimated 
against whom complaints have been 
received may be required to keep 
records of monthly purchases and 
sa .es 1 of meat:, meat food praducts, 
and meat by-products with sales to 
household consumers shown separately. 
(9 CFR 303.1(d)(3)) 

Not estimated Market agencies and dealers must 
keep certificates regarding 
biological residues for 1 year. 
(9 CPR 309.16(b)(3)) 

There are recordkeeping, maintenance, Not estimated 
and retention requirements for persons 
engaged in slaughtering cattle and 
sheepd wholesalers, meat brokers, 
renderers, traders, transporters, etc. 
(9 CFR 320.1. - 3263.4) 

Rzortinq resirement ~~ - -- _- _-WI. - - -,,,-- ."-*- 

Plant owners and operators must 
request approval of equipment for use 
in official establishments, with 
drawings and other descriptive material 
required for submission. (9 CFR 308.5(b)) 

400 

---. _I,I._.I ^l_-. . . _-__ ..._“__m”., 

CylAs estimated by the Department of Agriculture. 
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Estimated burden imposed 
Reporting rezirement .eIIIyII ds..*a- S3^ AI -e.lj,I”s” annually (hours) ----- 

Operators of official establishments 12 
or owners of livestock must reguest 
and obtain permission to release live- 
st.ock declared suspect during ante- 
mortem examination, for other than 
slaughter purposes, from livestock 
sanitary officia%I. (9 CFR 309.13(d)) 

Custodians of cattle or sheep at time 
of delivery to official establishments 
must provide certi.fication that 
mirnals were not exposed to DES for at 
least 14 days before delivery. 
(9 CPH 309.1.6(b) (1)) 

Operators of official establishments, 
sponso: s of research investigations, 
or investigators must submit data 
showing that products of livestock 
used in research involving biological 
products, drugs, or chemicals will not 
be ad ul ter ated (9 CFR 309.17(a)(l)) 

Operators of official establishments 
:nust apply for permission to ship 
cer t.a in condemned animal carcasses 
for purposes other than human food. 
(9 CE’R 314.1.1) 

Operators of official establishments 
may request permission for use of 
foreign Iang~lage labels and other 
Labeling deviations for use in 
foreign commerce. (9 CFR 317.7) 

Operators of official establishments 
desiring to relabel products because 
of mut:.il.ation or damage of label 
must request permission from 
Admini.strator . (9 CFR 317;12) 

Operators of official establishments, 
at least: once a year, must report in 
quadruplicate on obsolete labels or 
submit copies of approval documents. 
(9 CFR 217,24) 

42 

50,000 

75 

42 

17 

6 

6,500 
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Estimated burden imposed 
annual11 (hours) ti--.. .^__. _- __---.- 

Operators of official establishments 338,000 
must furnish i,nformation necessary to 
determine origin of any product or 
other ar title entering establishments, 
including name and address of seller, 
transportation company I etc O 
(9 CFR 318.l.j i.) ) 

Operators of official establishments 
ro.ust: give inspectors accurate 
information on all. procedures 
involved in product preparation 
essential. for i,nspectional control of 
prcrduct I (9 CFR 318.6(a)) 

Operators request permission before 
shipping meats packed in borax for 
export * (9 CFK 318.8(f)) 

Opera.t.ors must make such reports 
(other tha.n of daily production) 
$‘as the A&nlnistrator [of the Food 
Safety and Quality Service] may from 
time to time require under the Act.” 
(9 CFR 320.6(b)) 

Consignees xnust report on inspected 
products for which delivery was 
refused on grounds of adulteration 
or misbranding a 
(9 CFR 320.7) 

Certificate from area. 11,s. Department 
of Agriculture supervisor is required 
permitting shippers to return inspected 
meat alleged to be adulterated or mis- 
branded to official establishment 
for determination% (9 CFR 325.10(a)) 

12,000 

Less 
than 1 

50 

150 

187 

Domestic manufacturers must request 
approval for se13. ing or shipping 
i.nedibZ e rendered animal fat 
transported without denaturing. 
(9 (:F‘R 325+1.1(c) (2)) 
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Reporting requirement .._ - -.... . - -.-_ .-_-_. 
Estimated burden imposed 

annually (hours) -- -x -- -__.-I___.- _- 

Shippers must apply for permit to 
ship nondenatured products with 
characteristics of edible products, 
(9 CFR 325.11(f)(l)) 

4 

Carriers must immediately report by 
telephone or telegraph emergency 
requiring breaking of Department 
seal and unloading of product. 
(9 CFR 325.18(b)) 

Carriers must immediately report 
by telegraph or telephone the emergency 
unloading of dead, diseased, dying, or 
disabled livestock en route to an 
establishment eligible to receive them. 
(9 CFR 325.20(d)) 

Carriers must immediately report by 
telegraph emergency recuir ing breaking 
of Department import seal and unloading 
of product. (9 CFR 327.7(h)) 

Exporters must notify and request 
approval for admission of U.S. products 
exported to and returned from foreign 
countries . (9 CFR 327.17) 

TOTAL 

50 

2 

2 

4 

To7.5oB 
--I 

- - - - - - -  
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10 DEC 1979 

Mr. Henry Eschwege, Director 
Community and Economic Development Division 
II. S. General Accounting Office 
Washington, Cl. C. 20548 

Dear Mr. Eschwege 

The enclosed report is USDA's response to your draft report entitled 
"USDA: Action Needed to Enhance Paperwork Management and Reduce 
Burden." I wish to assure you that the Department will make every 
effort to eliminate all unnecessary paperwork burden on the public, 
and at the same time maintain the high quality standards established 
by the Department in the regulation of the livestock and meat 
industry. 

Sincerely, 

Howard W. Kjor6' 
Director of Economics, Policy 
Analysis and Budget 

Enclosure 
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USUA RESPONSE TO GAO DRAFT REPORT GGD 80-14 

Department of Agriculture: Actions Needed to Enhance 
Paperwork Management and Reduce Burden 

The following comments are USDA's response to the recent GAO draft 

of a proposed report: Actions Needed to Enhance Paperwork Management and 

Reduce Burden. Comments have been grouped according to major subject areas 

of the report: Chapter 2 - Agriculture Needs to Improve Programs and . 

Policies to Better Manage Paperwork and Reduce Burden; Chapter 3 - Meat 

Inspection Report has Meaningless Burden Estimate, and Useless and Dup- 

licate Information; and Chapter 4 - The Packers Annual Report has Unreliable 

Burden Estimate; Useful but Duplicate Information. 

Chapter 2 - Paperwork Management_and Burden Reduction 

The Department agrees in principle that there are areas in the clear- 

ance process needing improvement. We agree that better estimates of burden 

are needed. The problem of defining, let alone measuring burden, has been 

present for a long time. In fact, in 1978 the USDA Clearance Officer 

participated in an interagency task force of Department Clearance Officers 

on burden measurement chaired by OMB. Even after much discussion and the 

analysis of individual data from OMB files of more than 500 approved 

reporting requirements, an adequate method of measuring burden was not 

developed. The Department has long been aware that burden estimates 

developed by agencies for individual approval requests are sometimes 

sketchy. For example, the GAO estimates of the burden on the Packers and 

,Stockyards Annual Report may be as "suspect" as USDA's estimate (see p. 29)-- 

16 plants which may have been selected by non-random procedures will not 

produce unbiased estimates of average response time for the nearly 900 
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slaughtering firms. The President's burden reduction program, which began 

in 1976, made this fact painfully obvious when burden estimates were sub- 

jected to closer examination. The Department indeed allowed an FSQS 

revision of their estimate of the Meat and Poultry Inspection regulations 

burden from 833,000 hours to the current level of 407,500. However, this 

was presented to OMB as a "correction to the inventory" and was not claimed 

in our burden reduction report as a substantive change. Rather, it was 

treated as a "bookkeeping" change. All agencies in the Department were 

notified early in the burden reduction program that substantive burden 

reductions could only be accomplished by eliminating reports, reducing 

their frequency of colIection, eliminating items from reports, or reducing 

the number of persons required to complete them. Future requests for OMB 

approval from agencies in the Department will require documentation of 

methods used to develop burden estimates and at the same time require 

formal pretests or discussions with respondents to be part of burden 

estimates. It has always been the Department's policy to require docu- 

mentation as part of burden reduction claims. 

Indexing of reporting and recordkeeping requirements will be covered 

under the provisions of Executive Order 12174 on reducing paperwork burdens 

on the public signed by the President on November 30, 1979, whereby a 

Federal Information Locator System will be developed. 

Practical utility reviews have been conducted for some existing reports 

in the Department--admittedly on larger burden dockets. This is because 11 

percent of USDA's approved dockets included in the OMB inventory are respon- 

sible for 96 percent of the Department's total reporting burden, and 
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it is our firm belief that the public can best be served if we concentrate 

on those reports first. A practical utility review was conducted on FSQS' 

MP-404, Processing Operations at Official Establishments, and it was 

determined by the Department Clearance Officer that the weekly collection 

of these data had no practical utility and recommended that the reporting 

requirement be changed to monthly or even quarterly. When this was proposed, 

outside pressure was brought to bear and it has remained a weekly report. 

The FDA has now prohibited the manufacture, shipment, and use of animal 

drugs and feed containing DES. As a result, FSQS has notified the Clearance 

Office and OMB that the DES certificates are no lonqer required. 

The elimination of duplicate reporting requirements is a priority 

review item in the Department's clearance process. The l-S-749, identified 

in the report as duplicative of AMS and FSQS reports, is in fact completed 

by FSQS inspectors in triplicate form to be distributed to both ESCS 

(Economics, Statistics, and Cooperatives Service} and AMS (Agricultural 

Marketing Service) as well as FSQS. Duplication with the Census of Manu- 

facturers has always been a problem-- the collection of these data by USDA 

agencies would have to be voluntary, while the Census report is mandatory. 

If USDA were the sole data collector, we would be unable to provide the 

information to Census in the case of refusals. On the other hand, if 

Census were the sole data collector, they could not provide individual 

data to the USDA because of confidentiality legislation prohibiting this 

action. Thus, the duplicate collection of data exists between Census and 

the USDA, but would require legislation to eliminate restrictions in the 



sharing af data, Timeliness is also a prob 

conducted quinquennially with annual sample 

maticrl conducted in the interim, 

Tern as the Census report is 

surveys collecting less infor- 

1 
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Chapter 3 - Meat and Poultry Inspection 

As was discussed previously, the Department will require all agencies 

to fully document burden estimates and burden reduction claims. 

The Department will also verify FSQS requirements that are suspect. 

However, the "family of forms" concept does not follow recent OMB policy 

that clearance requests be grouped into "subjective" areas, e.g., clearing 

all reporting requirements associated with a set of regulations under one 

docket. We will comply with that recommendation should OMB approve. 

The Department Clearance Office has been in contact with FSQS in their 

continuing review of the 1,100 local!y produced forms. While their review 

continues, it is apparent that by far most of the reporting requirements 

are associated with existing approved reporting requirements or are not 

public reporting requirements, and that the number of reporting requirements 

imposed on the public outside of what has already been approved is minimal. 

FSQS is currently in the process of carrying out an overall examination 

of the standards development and label approval functions. Some of the areas 

under examination are highlighted in this report. GAO indicates that there 

is duplication of effort in that the inspection manual requires the inspector 

in charge to make an annual report of obsolete labels while the regulations 

require that the establishment make the same report which, once received, 
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cannot be used on a timely basis. FSQS will amend the inspection manual to 

remove the duplicative reporting requirement. They will also be conducting 

a project to review the labels information system which, when completed, 

should result in recommendations for improved use of reports on a more 

timely basis. 

Further efforts toward improving the labeling approval system were 

initiated last spring when preparations were begun to prepare and publish 

for public corrment, in the Federal Register, a proposal establishing internal 

operating procedures for processing labeling approval applications. A 

complete and thorough impact analysis of this concept is being drafted in 

accordance with the President's Executive Order 12044 and the Secretary's 

Memorandum 1955. When finalized, this procedure for prior label approval 

will improve the operating practices of the Meat and Poultry Standards and 

Labeling Division and be more equitable to affected parties. 

Chapter 4 - Packers and Stockyards Regulations 

The Department is also concerned with eliminating duplicate reporting 

requirements imposed on slaughtering packers. The regulations falling 

under the jurisdiction of the Packers and Stockyards Act scheduled for 

revision and the notice inviting public comment will be published in the 

Federal Register, probably the week of December 10. All recommendations 

and revisions concerning the reporting and recordkeeping requirements will 

be assessed in light of removing overburdensome, low utility, and duplicative 

reporting and recordkeeping requirements. That review will also take a 

critical look at other existing reporting requirements on slaughtering packers. 
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EXECUTIVE OFFICE OF THE PRESIDENT 
CFFlCE CF MANAGEMENT A’40 E3UOGE-T’ 

tiASHINGTON. T).C 2 )50 3 

December '6, 1979 

Mr. Allen R. Voss 
Director, General Government Division 
General Accounting Office 
Washinqton, D.C. 20548 

Dear Mr. Voss: 

vie 11cive read with intcrcst ;tour draft report "Department of 
Agriculture: Actions Needed to Enhance Paperwork Management 
and Reduce Hurcien." We agree with the report's conclusion 
that the Department of Ayriculture needs to correct a number 
02 shortcomings in managing its paperwork policies and 
programs. However, the proposed remedies do not go far 
enough. 

First of all it should be noted that OMH is already engaged 
in carrying out some of the report's recommendations. For 
example, the report recommends that OLMB make no further 
delegation of clearance authority to USDA, pending correction 
of certain problems. 0M.H does not intend to delegate authority 
to any department until it has demonstrated a serious commit- 
ment to carrying out the provisions of the Federal Reports Act. 

The report also recommended that OMB designate the Packers 
and Stockyards Administration as the focal agency for over- 
seeing all Federal collections of slaughtering packer 
information. In August, OMB directed a comprehensive review 
of all of that agency's information requirements. At our 
suggestions, PSA agreed to review all its regulations and 
accompdnyirly reporting requirements. Through this effortl 
issues such as redundancy, burden measurement, utility, and 
focal agency are being addressed. 

Secondly, the problems which you identified with the informatio 
requirements of the Food Safety and Quality Service and Packers 
and Stockyards Administration are not unique. They are the 
product of a view that paperwork control is a sideline rather 
than a central management concern. Frequently, as is the 
case in the Department of Agriculture, reports management 
staff lack elementary tools, such as the necessary authority 
to modify or reject agency clearance requests. 
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In an effort to give agencies more of these basic paperwork 
management tools, on November 30, the President issued 
Executive Order 12174, "Paperwork." The Executive Order 
offers agencies a variety of new initiatives including 
paperwork budgets, sunset, and elimination of duplicative 
reporting requirements through government-wide indexing of 
information. To institute these measures, OMB Budget 
Circular A-40 is being revised and will soon be published as 
a proposed regulation. 

Absent effective agency reports management procedures, which 
are monitored and checked by OFIB, Federal paperwork burden 
cannot be helci to a minimum. Other techniques such as 
improved lolirdt51 Ill62dSU1~~3lilf2~it, c:>ccks for duplication and 
utility reviews by themselves will not provide effective 
control. 

I would like to make several additional points about the 
report: 

-- The report demonstrates the positive effects of paper- 
work management audits which will be systematically 
initiated under the Executive Order. Such audits 
are useful in calling the attention of top agency 
managers to paperwork concerns. The Administrator 
of F'SQS has now assigned resources to a systematic 
review of the agency's total information require- 
ments. This review has engaged both program and 
administrative staff in the joint identification of 
issues and problems. The agency has developed a 
specific plan to correct deficiencies. Similar 
results have been obtained from OMB audits with the 
general effect of reducing burden and improving 
agency reports management programs. 

-- Sou~,;e of tile recomme.-ldationa 26:Jrcssed to USDA and 
comments on various issues involve OMB responsibili- 
ties. For example, the proposal for indexing FSQS 
information requirements should not be undertaken 
outside the larger effort to establish a Federal 
Information Locator System. USDA is playing a major 
role as a working group leader in this project. 

-- The report also calls for improved practical utility 
yuidelines and definition of unnecessary duplication. 
Those matters are addressed in the revised A-40 or 
through OMB review'of the agency paperwork management 
plans it requires, 
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WCJ tlC)ij WcrI” ccnccrned aver your finding of 1100 alleged 
vrolations of tile Federal Reports Act. 
have rec~~11red 

Accordingly, we 
i.iSDA to develop a plan for resolution of the 

grobltzrn. Sy December 31, FSQS will submit all appropriate 
materials to O.YB for Reports Act review. Our preliminary 
lnformatlon on the alleged violations indicates that the 
number of violations is substantially less than 1100. 
Nevertheless, 1.t is evident that a serious prqblem exists 
within SSDA that deserves prompt attention and correction. 
I can assure you that appropriate action will be taken to 
correct these violations. 

Sincerely, 

*a< 
Associate Director for 

Yanaqement and Regulatory Policy 



Jancary 22, 1979 

'The Honorable Elmer '3. Staats 
Comptroller General of the United States 
General Accounting c)ffice 
441 G Street 
Washinqton, D. C. 20548 

Dear General Staats: 

In a letter to you dated September 14, 1978, while I was 
Vice Chairman of the Joint Economic Committee, I requested 
that the General Accounting Office undertake a study of the 
federal paperwork burden on American businesses to determine 
whether or not the federal agencies imposing this burden are 
accurately measuring the number of hours businesses must spend 
filling out government forms and completing paperwork require- 
ments. This is a very important problem since the various 
federal agencies, by their own estimates, make businesses spend 
more than 69 million hours annually on reporting and record- 
keeping tasks cleared under the Federal Reports Act, as well as 
some 200 to 250 million more hours on tax forms, If the burden 
of paperwork is not computed accurately by federal agencies, 
the Office of Management and Budget or the GAO, then we have 
no way of determining the true cost of federal paperwork or of 
balancing the costs and benefits. The burden of federal 
paperwork has now reached such a staqqering level that it must. 
be brought under control, and soon, before it wrings the last 
drop of entrepreneurship and productivity from America's 
businesses. 

The concerns of the Joint Economic Committee would be 
addressed most effectively if the General Accounting Office 
were to review selected paperwork clearance packages that impose 
a significant burden on businesses, and prepare an in-depth 
evaluation of each clearance. 

The studies should look at both burden and use of reportinq 
and recordkeeping requirements, keeping in mind such questions 
as: Are the burden estimates made by the agencies reasonably 
reliable indicators of the true burden? Do the aqencies use 
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these figures to manage or limit the paperwork burden on 
businesses? Do they make good use of the resorts, or are 
the reports simply collected and filed away? Are any reportiny 
requirements duplicative? Are any simply ridiculous? Are the 
requirements consistent with the intent of laws passed bk 
Congress? 

The clearance packages should be selected from such areas 
as agriculture, transportation, environmental protection, 
pensions and taxes. A separate report to the Committee at 
the completion of each study wotlld give the Committee the 
broadest scope of information for evaluating the burden and 
usefulness of federal paperwork requirements. 

In each report, I would also appreciate having your legisla- 
tive recommendations for cutting unnecessary paperwork costs, 
eliminating unnecessary reporting requirements, or improving the 
usefulness of the data collected. 

If your studies show that the departments and agencies are 
using inadequate procedures for estimating the burden of federal 
paperwork, would you please prepare a final report to the 
Committee discussing the overall problems associated with 
estimating burden and what, if anything, can be done to insure 
that the government begins developing reasonable burden estimates. 

I understand that you have already begun to take a close 
look at the paperwork imposed on the meat industry by the 
Department of Agriculture and that you are forming a panel of 
industry experts to he12 you evaluate some of the most burden- 
some reporting and recordkeeping requirements. This is an 
excellent area for a pilot study and I look forward to having 
your findings and recommendations. 

I appreciate the excellent assistance you and your staff 
have provided to me in this area already and I look forward to 
your reports on specific reporting and recordkeeping requirements. 

. Bentsen 

(009560) 
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